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Gravitational Lensing in Quasar SamplesJean-Fran�cois Claeskens? and Jean Surdej??Institut d'Astrophysique et de G�eophysique, Universit�e de Li�ege, Avenue de Cointe 5, B-4000Li�ege, BelgiumReceived: 4 April 2000 / Accepted:Summary. The �rst cosmic mirage was discovered approximately 20 years ago as the doubleoptical counterpart of a radio source. This phenomenon had been predicted some 70 yearsearlier as a consequence of General Relativity. We present here a summary of what we havelearnt since. The applications are so numerous that we had to concentrate on a few selectedaspects of this new �eld of research.This review is focused on strong gravitational lensing, i.e. the formation of multiple images,in QSO samples. It is intended to give an up-to-date status of the observations and to presentan overview of its most interesting potential applications in cosmology and astrophysics, aswell as numerous important results achieved so far.The �rst Section follows an intuitive approach to the basics of gravitational lensing andis developed in view of our interest in multiply imaged quasars. The astrophysical and cosmo-logical applications of gravitational lensing are outlined in Section 2 and the most importantresults are presented in Section 5. Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to the observations. Finally,conclusions are summarized in the last Section.We have tried to avoid duplication with existing (and excellent) introductions to the �eldof gravitational lensing. For this reason, we did not concentrate on the individual propertiesof speci�c lens models, as these are already well presented in Narayan and Bartelmann (1996)and on a more intuitive ground in Refsdal and Surdej (1994). Wambsganss (1998) proposes abroad view on gravitational lensing in astronomy; the reviews by Fort and Mellier (1994) andHattori et al. (1999) deal with lensing by galaxy clusters; microlensing in the Galaxy and thelocal group is reviewed by Paczy�nski (1996) and a general panorama on weak lensing is givenby Bartelmann and Schneider (1999). The monograph on the theory of gravitational lensingby Schneider, Ehlers and Falco (1992) also remains a reference in the �eld.Key words:Gravitational Lensing (12.07.1) { Cosmology: observations (12.03.3){ Quasars: general (11.17.3) { Galaxies: general (11.07.1)? Charg�e de Recherches du F.N.R.S. (Belgium)?? Directeur de Recherches du F.N.R.S. (Belgium)Correspondence to: surdej@astro.ulg.ac.be
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IFig. 1. Light propagation in an euclidian space: A) following a straight line (normal situation);B) following a curved trajectory { in this case, the image position I is di�erent from the sourceposition S as seen by the observer; C) following multiple curved trajectories with the formationof multiple images of the source S.1. Gravitational lensingIn this Section, we �rst propose a general de�nition of a (cosmic) mirage. Wethen introduce the basic formalism of the lensing equation, the deection angle,the ampli�cation and the time delays. Finally, we explain how to �nd cosmicmirages as e�ciently as possible.1.1. What is a cosmic mirage?People sometimes believe that mirages - alike atmospheric mirages - are synony-mous of hallucinations. This is absolutely not the case! Common sense of realityis based on our every-day perception of classical spacetime, whose geometry isat and static, and where light propagates along straight lines. In this case, wecan only see one image of a given point source and it is precisely located in thedirection of the source position (see Fig. 1A). The apparent source size (i.e. itssolid angle) is then inversely proportional to the square of the source distance.A very general de�nition of a mirage would be: a distorted view of the realitycompared with what is expected by common sense. Following that de�nition,a mirage may arise in two situations: 1) if the light trajectory is not straight,then the observer sees the image in a direction di�erent from that of the source(Fig. 1B); multiple imaging occurs if more than one light trajectory can reachthe observer (Fig. 1C); 2) if space is expanding, as in standard cosmologies, theobjects located in the past light-cone of the observer look bigger (or closer) thanthey actually are at the time of observation (see appearance of sizes in Fig. 2).This \cosmological mirage" is corrected for by the use of cosmological angulardistances, which also take into account the e�ects due to the curvature of theUniverse (see Section 1.2).In this review, we are mainly interested in the �rst kind of mirages, i.e.when the light trajectories are curved. This happens when the light speed is notisotropic along the directions perpendicular to the light path. For example, sincethe light speed in a material medium is v = c=n (where n is the refractive indexof that medium and c is the light speed in the vacuum), the light \rays" are bentwhen they travel into an inhomogeneous medium (see Fig. 3). This happens in
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A) t = t B) t = t
em obsFig. 2. E�ect due to the expansion of an euclidian space during light travel on the apparentsize of distant objects (see text).

M
ΣFig. 3. Left: Deection of light in an inhomogeneous medium; right: euclidian representationof the gravitational deection of light. � refers to a portion of the wavefront. The length ofthe arrows at the edge of the �s is proportional to the apparent velocity of light.the lower atmospheric air layers with strong temperature or density gradients -and atmospheric mirages may then be formed (for a more detailed analysis ofatmospheric mirages, see Refsdal and Surdej 1994).As a consequence of General Relativity, spacetime is curved by the gravita-tional potential � associated with a massive object. In the weak �eld approxi-mation (j�j=c2 � 1), its metric is simply (e.g. Schutz 1985):ds2 = �(1 + 2�c2 )c2dt2 + (1� 2�c2 )(dx2 + dy2 + dz2) : (1)However, this new spacetime can be regarded as an euclidian one in which thevelocity of light is apparently slowed down in the vicinity of the massive object.Indeed, the light path being de�ned by the null geodesic (ds2 = 0 in Eq. (1)),it is easy to derive that � formally acts on the light speed as a medium with ane�ective refractive index n�, wheren� = 1� 2�=c2 : (2)
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Fig. 4. Gravitational lensing: fundamental scheme.The gradient of the Newtonian gravitational �eld � in the vicinity of a massiveobject is now responsible for the angular deection � of the light trajectories(see Fig. 3). When such a deected ray reaches the observer, a gravitationalmirage is seen and the massive object is called a gravitational lens.For historical reviews on gravitational lensing, see for example Schneiders,Ehlers and Falco (1992), Refsdal and Surdej (1994) and Wambsganss (1998).1.2. The lens equationThe lens equation connects the source position �s and the position(s) of theimage(s)1 � seen by an observer O, given the deection angle � produced by thegravitational lens. The lens is assumed to be thin and con�ned into the deectorplane2. Fig. 4 shows the geometrical scheme of gravitational lensing. Followingrays backward from the observer to the source, it is very easy to derive the lensequation as a relation between the (very small) angles �, �s and �:�s = � � DDSDOS �(DOD�) : (3)1 By analogy with geometrical optics, the observed images are in fact virtual images sincethey are seen through the lens.2 The deection of the light ray is mainly produced around its closest approach to the lens,because astrophysical objects are much smaller than the total length of the light path.



Gravitational Lensing in Quasar Samples 5In order to correct for the \cosmological mirage" e�ect produced by theexpansion and the curvature of the Universe, DOD, DOS and DDS must be cos-mological angular distances (respectively between the observer and the deector,the observer and the source and the deector and the source). In Friedmann-Lemâ�tre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) cosmological models with present matterdensity 
o and without cosmological constant �o, the angular distance of asource at redshift zS seen from an object at redshift zD is given byD(zD; zS) = 2cHo
2o(1 + zD)(1 + zS)2 (4)h(2 +
o(zS � 1))p
ozD + 1� (2 +
o(zD � 1))p
ozS + 1i :For other FLRW cosmologies, numerical calculations can be e�ciently performedthanks to the ANGSIZ algorithm developed by Kayser et al. (1997).1.3. The deection angleThe deection angle � can be estimated in several di�erent ways. A �rst methodis based upon the weak �eld metric (Eq. (1)) and the geodesic equation (e.g.Weinberg 1972). A second method consists in applying the Fermat Principleto null trajectories in the metric (1) to simultaneously derive the lens equation(3) and the expression of �. This physical approach has �rst been derived bySchneider (1985) and is intuitively presented in Blandford & Narayan (1986).The deection angle may also simply be determined from the integration of thevariations of the direction i of the ray along the unperturbed trajectory (see Fig.5) by making use of the well known Descartes' law n cos i = Cst along the lighttrajectory and assuming small deection angles (i � 1 since �(b)=c2 � 1 forastrophysical objects). De�ning b as the impact parameter in the deector planeperpendicular to the unperturbed direction of motion x (see Fig. 4):b = DOD� ; (5)we get: �(b) = � Z +1�1 didx dx = � Z +1�1 1nrbn dx = 2c2 Z +1�1 rb� dx ; (6)where the last equality of Eq. (6) comes from relation (2).The most basic deector corresponds to the point mass M , whose gravita-tional potential is simply: � = �GMr = � GMpb2 + x2 : (7)The deection angle produced by a point mass is obtained by introducingEq. (7) into Eq. (6): �(b) = 4GMc2b2 b : (8)
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0xFig. 5. Deection of light in the vicinity of a massive object. Descartes' law implies that(1� 2�=c2) cos i is a constant along the light trajectory. The local variation di is computed at�rst order, i.e. along the unperturbed dotted trajectory passing at impact parameter b (�� 1).Under the thin lens approximation, a general deector is described by itssurface mass density �(b) projected in the deector plane. Relation (8) for thedeection angle then becomes:�(b) = 4Gc2 ZS �(b0)(b� b0)db01db02jb� b0j2 : (9)If the deector is circularly symmetric, relation (9) reduces to:�(b) = 4GM(b)c2b2 b ; (10)M(b) being the mass inside radius b.Given the expressions (9) or (10) for �, the lens equation (3) often hasmultiple solutions for �, corresponding to the formation of multiple images of agiven source. As an illustration to the case of a point mass deector (M(b) =M),solving the lens equation yields:�1;2 = 12 ��s �q�2s + 4�2E� : (11)1.4. Two important properties of gravitational lensesLet us assume a generic circularly symmetric integrated lens mass pro�le3:M(b) =Mo� bbo�� : (12)3 The point mass model, or Schwarzschild lens, is obtained for � = 0 in Eq. (12); � = 1corresponds to the Singular Isothermal Sphere (SIS); � = 2 yields the uniform sheet of matter(see Narayan and Bartelmann (1996) or Refsdal and Surdej (1994) for general reviews onsimple lens models).
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Fig. 6. Critical surface mass density �crit as a function of the lens redshift if the source islocated at a redshift zs = 2 (Ho = 50 km/s/Mpc).In the highly symmetric situation of a perfect alignment between the ob-server, a circular deector and a point source, the former sees a ring centeredon the deector. It is called the Einstein ring of the lens (Chwolson 1924,Einstein 1936) and its angular size �E satis�es the simpli�ed lens equation:�E = �(�E)DDSDOS . From relations (10) and (12), one �nds for any value of � < 2(such that the surface mass density is decreasing with b):�E =  4GMoc2b�o DDSD1��OD DOS! 12�� =r4GMEc2 DDSDODDOS ; (13)where ME is the mass inside the Einstein radius bE = DOD�E .Two important properties follow:1. For small misalignments between the source, the lens and the observer, equa-tion (3) implies that at �rst order the angular separation between the images�� is constant and equal to: �� = 2�E : (14)Thus, from relation (13), the angular separation between the lensed imagesincreases if the lens is more massive or closer to the observer.2. As a consequence of relation (13), the mean surface mass density within �E ,�(�E), is a constant de�ned as the critical surface mass density:�(�E) � ME�(DOD�E)2 = c2DOS4�GDODDDS � �crit : (15)Relation (15) implies that a �nite massive object is a gravitational lens ca-pable to produce multiple images if its central mass density � > �crit. Thedenser the object, the wider the angular separation between the lensed im-ages in order to get the average surface mass density between the images
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Fig. 7. A glass of wine redistributes the light from a background source. It may form a caustic(left photograph) whose enlargment is shown in the central photograph. Multiple images ofthe background source are recorded if the objective of a standard camera is located inside thecaustic (right photograph).equal to �crit. On the contrary, if � < �crit everywhere, the object is notcapable to form a cosmic mirage.Note that �crit is only a function of the distances between the source, thelens and the observer. Fig. 6 shows the value of �crit as a function of the lensredshift for a distant source located at zs = 2. A given astrophysical objectis a more e�cient lens if it is located around z = 0:5, where �crit is minimumand roughly amounts to the surface density of a 1cm thick water layer (' 1g/cm2; see also Section 1.7).1.5. Caustics: multiple imaging and ampli�cation1.5.1. Caustics and multiple imagingLet us �rst recall a basic property of optical lenses. A perfectly converging lensfocuses the light from a very distant point source located on the optical axis intoa single bright point { the focus. Putting one's eye at the focus, one expects to seea deformed and much brighter image of the source. Indeed, the lens does appearuniformly illuminated! If the optical lens su�ers from spherical aberrations, itsfocus is spread along a line segment. An observer located somewhere on thissegment then sees a ring of light whose radius depends on his/her distancefrom the lens; this ring may be compared with the Einstein ring seen through asymmetric gravitational lens.The optical quality of most natural lenses is very poor; their focus is not apoint, nor even a line but a two dimensional envelope called the caustic envelope.The intersection of this envelope with a plane de�nes a bright closed curve: thecaustic line, simply called the caustic. Fig. 7a and b illustrate the caustic createdby a glass of wine illuminated by a distant background light source (cf. a candle).An observer putting his/her eye inside the caustic will see multiple images of thesource (Fig. 7c). If the observer is not able to resolve the multiple images of thelensed source, he/she will merely detect an increase in the apparent ux comingfrom the source (see the brighter region of the observer plane enclosed by thecaustic in Fig. 7b).
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Fig. 8. Another example of caustics. Twenty seven coins have been placed at the bottom ofa swimming pool. In the absence of waves, they appear to the observer as seen on the leftphotograph. At right, the sunlight is refracted through a wavy water surface which creates acomplex network of caustics at the bottom of the pool. The wavefronts of sunlight are stronglydistorted ... as well as the observed images of the coins. Note that some of the coins (cf. severalones at right) are multiply imaged.In the formalism of gravitational lensing, the direction \observer - deec-tor" is used as a reference instead of the direction \source - deector": the lensequation (3) is therefore a backward ray tracing equation. Caustics in the sourceplane only di�er from those in the observer plane by a scaling factor dependingon the distance ratio DOD=DDS . Now, for a given observer - deector direction,a light source is multiply imaged and its apparent luminosity strongly increasesif it is located inside the caustic. An example of caustics in the source plane isillustrated in the \swimming pool experiment" (see Fig. 8).Therefore the area inside the caustic (in the source plane) is a natural crosssection associated with multiple imaging; it scales as �2E . A transition betweensingle imaging and multiple imaging occurs when the source just lies on thecaustic: a new single, strongly distorted image is then created.From a mathematical point of view, the locus of points � in the deectorplane where strongly distorted images are formed is de�ned by those pointswhere the lens equation can not be locally inverted, i.e. where its jacobian J isequal to zero: J = dtmJ = ����@�s@� ���� = 0 : (16)This locus is called the critical line and its mapping onto the source plane bythe lens equation yields the caustic.The shape and number of critical lines and corresponding caustics depend onthe exact lens model but for centrally condensed models some generic propertiescan easily be derived. First, if the lens is circular, Eq. (16) for the critical linessimply reduces to: J = �s d�s� d� = 0 : (17)
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Fig. 9. Number (1, 2, 3, 4 or 5) of lensed images, generic shape of caustics and critical linesfor (non)singular and (non)circular lens models. The caustic of circular singular models isdegenerated into a single point. In the limiting case of an isothermal model, if the source isjust inside the \cut" (dotted lines), one secondary image is formed close to the center of thedeector; this \cut" becomes a second caustic (dashed lines) in non singular models and twonew images are then produced close to the corresponding critical line. For non circular models,the degeneracy is broken and the inner caustic often has the shape of a diamond; more than3 images may be produced.Therefore, in that case there is always one caustic degenerated into the centralpoint �s = 0; the corresponding critical line is the Einstein ring. Then, if themodel is non-singular4, there is a second circular critical line, called the \radial"critical line and given by the solution of d�s=d� = 0 (see Eq. (17)). The causticsproduced by circular models are illustrated on the left panels of Fig. 9.For a non-circular5 model, the degeneracy is broken and the previous inner,point-like caustic often takes the shape of a diamond, allowing the formation ofmore than 3 images. Asymmetric and non-singular models may form a larger va-riety of caustics (see e.g. Schneider, Ehlers and Falco 1992, Kassiola and Kovner1993) but they always produce an odd number of images (Burke 1981). Themost common caustics of these models are shown on the right panels of Fig. 9and representative observed examples are illustrated in Fig. 10.
4 A lens model is singular if �(b) / b� with  > 0.  must be smaller than 2 to get a�nite central mass. It is easy to show from Eq. (10) that in the case of a circular model aradial critical line is only formed if  < 1. The point mass and the SIS lens models ( = 1)are singular models.5 A non circular model is either a circular model perturbed by an external anisotropy (like astar in the potential of the host-galaxy, Chang & Refsdal 1979) or an intrinsically asymmetricpotential (e.g. Blandford & Kochanek 1987) or asymmetric mass distribution (e.g. Kassiola &Kovner 1993, Kormann et al. 1994).
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Fig. 10. Illustration of 4 representative multiply imaged quasars, as seen in the H bandwith HST (CfA-Arizona Space Telescope LEns Survey (CASTLES), left column). The centralcolumn is the best �t of an elliptical singular isothermal model (Kassiola and Kovner 1993,Korman et al. 1994; x = computed positions; squares and +: observed positions of lensedimages and lensing galaxy). The right column shows the source position (x) and the caustics.Note the multiplicity and (a)symmetry of the images as a function of the source position withrespect to the caustics; images are nearly merging when the source is close to the caustic. Moreinformation on these mirages may be found in Table 3.



12 J.-F. Claeskens & J. Surdej1.5.2. Caustics and ampli�cationBoth the source and the observer being very far from the deector, gravitationallenses do not introduce any extra frequency shift in the spectral intensity ofthe lensed images in addition to the cosmological redshift. On the other hand,and in a �rst approximation, gravitational lenses are transparent. Therefore, thesurface brightness of the lensed images is equal to that of the source (which,according to Liouville's theorem, is Ie=(1+z)4 where Ie is the surface brightnessmeasured in the reference frame of the source and z the cosmological redshift(e.g. Peebles 1993)). Conservation of the surface brightness can be appreciatedby comparing the images of the coins located at the bottom of the swimmingpool (Fig. 8).As a consequence, the ux of a lensed image is ampli�ed with respect to thatof an in�nitesimal source by a quantity A equal to the ratio of the solid angled� of the magni�ed image to that d�s of the real source:A(�) = d�d�s � 1J(�) ; (18)where J is given by the �rst equalities of relation (16). Thus, formally, an in-�nitesimal source located on a caustic is in�nitely ampli�ed. On the other hand,�nite, transparent and non singular lenses always produce at least one magni�edimage (i.e. with A > 1; Schneider 1984). For that reason, gravitational lensesalso act as natural telescopes.If the deector has circular symmetry, relation (18) simply reduces to:A(�) = �d��sd�s : (19)Since the gradient of � is always in�nite at the center for singular models (seeEq. (8)), one easily sees that for such models the central image (� = 0) is alwaysin�nitely deampli�ed6. The lack of central images in observed gravitational lensestends to show that the mass distribution of the lensing galaxies is strongly peakedat the center (Wallington and Narayan 1993).As an application of relation (19), the ux ampli�cation of a lensed imageformed at position � by a point mass is:A(�) = �4�4 � �4E : (20)The positions of the images being given by Eq. (11), the total ampli�cation ofthe source can be found for a given value of �s:A(�s) = �2s + 2�2E�sp�2s + 4�2E : (21)6 For circular lens models, a graphical approach of the lensing equation is useful to qualita-tively derive the number, shape and ampli�cation of the lensed images (see Refsdal & Surdej1994).



Gravitational Lensing in Quasar Samples 131.6. Time delaysThe light travel time t from the source S to the observer O depends on thegeometrical length of the trajectory and on the apparent light speed along thepath, as measured by the observer. It can be derived from the expression ofthe static, weak �eld metric (Eq. (1) with �=c2 � 1) for photon trajectories(ds2 = 0) or from the analogy with optical refraction (Eq. (2)):ct = Z SO dl � Z SO 2�c2 dl ; (22)where dl = pdx2 + dy2 + dz2. The two terms on the right side of Eq. (22) arecalled the geometrical and the \potential" contributions, tgeom and tpot, respec-tively (Cooke and Kantowski 1975). Except when a symmetric lens is perfectlyaligned with the source and the observer, the light travel time is di�erent alongeach light trajectory (corresponding to each individual image) since the geo-metrical length and the encountered potential are di�erent. Thus, if a signalis emitted by the source (i.e. a ash or some ux variations), time delays willseparate its detection in each of the multiple images (Refsdal 1964).To be more quantitative, it is easier to compute the time delay with respect tothe pure geometrical case without any lens. Let us �rst assume a static euclidianspace and consider both geometrical and potential contributions. From Fig. 4and the lens equation (3) and again assuming �� 1, one can derive:c�tgeom = 12DODDOSDDS (� � �s)2 : (23)The potential delay can be explicitly computed at �rst order by integratingthe second term of equation (22) along the undeected ray. For a point mass, �is given by Eq. (7) and we �nd:c�tpot = �4GMc2 ln b+C ; (24)where b is the impact parameter and C is a constant depending only on thedistances between the observer, the lens and the source. Generalizing Eq. (24)into c�tpot = �P (b) + C ; (25)where P represents a \deection potential" and using Eqs. (22) and (6), weobtain: �(b) =rbP (b) : (26)Comparing Eqs. (24) and (25) for the case of a point mass lens yields:P (b) = 4GMc2 ln b ; (27)and for a general surface mass density distribution:P (b) = 4Gc2 ZS �(b0) ln jb� b0jdb01db02 : (28)



14 J.-F. Claeskens & J. SurdejGiven the relations (23) and (25) and including the factor (1 + zD) due tothe expansion of the Universe7, the time delay can be rewritten as:c�t = c(1+zD)(�tgeom+�tpot) = (1+zD) �12DODDOSDDS (� � �s)2 � P (b)�+C ;(29)where DOD, DOS and DDS represent angular cosmological distances.In practice, time delays can only be measured between a pair of physicallyobserved images. The delay between the ux variations in image 1 and image 2is then simply �t12 = �t1��t2. The positions of the lensed images are relatedtogether through the lens equation (3) so that �s can be eliminated in Eq. (29).We �nd:c�t12 = (1 + zD) �12DOD(�1 � �2)(�(DOD�1) +�(DOD�2))�(P (DOD�1)� P (DOD�2))] : (30)It is interesting to note that the time delay does not depend explicitly onHo. Indeed, from Eqs. (26) and (28) and with !D being the solid angle of thedeector, we have:DOD�(DOD�) = r�P (DOD�) ;P (DOD�) = 2Rs �Z!D �(�0) ln j� � �0j d�0 + C� = 2Rs ~P (�) ;where �(�) = �(DOD�)D2ODMtot ; (31)and Rs = 2GMtotc2 (32)are the relative surface mass distribution � within d� and the Schwarzschildradius Rs, respectively. They are independent of Ho.Inserting the latter results into Eq. (30), the time delay can be rewritten ina very simple form:7 The origin of the factor (1 + zD) in the potential delay is intuitive: to �rst order, thee�ects of � (deection and apparent slowing down of light) are con�ned near the deectorplane; because of the expansion, the time delay produced at zD is longer by a factor (1 + zD)for an observer at z = 0. Concerning the geometrical delay, one should note that it is muchsmaller than the expansion time H�1o of the Universe, so c�tgeom = Ro��, where Ro isthe present scaling factor and � is the comoving distance in the FLRW models. �� betweenthe deected and undeected rays can be computed with the relations in at, spherical orhyperbolic triangles. The factor (1+zD) then arises after transforming the comoving distancesinto angular ones.



Gravitational Lensing in Quasar Samples 15c�t12 = 2Rs(1 + zd) �12(�1 � �2)(r� ~P (�1) +r� ~P (�2))� ( ~P (�1)� ~P (�2))� :(33)Equation (33) shows that if we know the exact surface mass distribution, thepositions of the multiple images with respect to the lens and the lens redshift,then the time delay measurement yields the total mass of the lens, irrespective ofthe values of the cosmological parameters (Ho, etc...) or the source redshift. Oncethe deector mass is known, the Hubble constant can be extracted, within theadopted lens model, from the observed angular separation of the lensed images(see Section 2.2.1).As an illustration, in the case of the point mass lens model ~P (�) = ln � andc�t12;PM = 2Rs(1 + zD) ��22 � �212j�1�2j + ln �����2�1 ����� : (34)Depending on the exact con�guration of the lensed images, the expected timedelay ranges between a few days and a few months for a 1011M� deector andit scales as the deector mass (i.e. as Rs).1.7. What is a good gravitational lens?An astrophysical object is a good lens if it is capable to form strongly distortedand/or multiple images of a distant source. Its surface mass density must locallybe larger than the critical surface mass density �crit in order to produce anaveraged surface mass density just equal to �crit between the lensed images (seeEq. (15)). On the other hand, since the angular separation between lensed imagesis about 2�E (see Eq. (14)), the latter will be resolved if the lens is su�cientlymassive or close enough to the observer (see Eq. (13)) and if �E > �R where�R is the object apparent size. Fig. 11 and Table 1 illustrate the quality ofknown compact astrophysical objects to act as gravitational lenses, given theirtotal mass, distance and apparent size. Solar planets, globular clusters and localgalaxies are too extended; exoplanets and extragalactic stars lead to typicalangular separations of one micro-arcsecond (they are refered to as microlenses),that are well below the current instrumental resolution. Galactic stars, distantelliptical galaxies and rich galaxy clusters or central parts of clusters are goodgravitational lenses.1.8. How to search at best for cosmic mirages?In order to discover cosmic mirages, two di�erent strategies may be followed:selecting good lenses or selecting good sources.1.8.1. Selecting good lensesAccording to the last column of Table 1, the best gravitational lenses consistof dense galaxy clusters, since the angular region enclosed by the caustics (pro-portional to the square of the scaling factor �E) is the largest. They are more
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Fig. 11. Mass within the Einstein radius versus deector angular distance for di�erent valuesof �E (thick lines). Distance and total mass ranges are considered for various massive astro-physical objects; the sources are assumed to be at in�nity (thin solid lines if �R=�E < 1 anddotted lines otherwise, see Table 1).e�cient at redshifts in the range 0.3 - 0.5 (see Fig. 6). Giant arcs are producedby the merging of strongly distorted images of an extended source intersectingor located inside the caustics. On the other hand, sources located outside thecaustic are weakly distorted in arclets by the lens shear. Observations must bedesigned to detect distant objects with a very high space density (or integratedluminosity function), such as faint blue galaxies (Tyson 1988). Ultra-deep expo-sures of galaxy clusters through the B �lter are clearly optimal for that purpose.Using the swimming pool analogy, this is equivalent to count as many coins aspossible with the hope that some of them lie close to a caustic. Giant arcs andarclets are used as a diagnostic of the cluster mass distribution. For more details,Table 1. Physical properties of potential strong gravitational lenses. �R is the apparent angularradius. The last column represents the angular cross section for lensing; brackets indicate thatthe resulting lensed images cannot be seen (�R > �E).Objects Mass (M�) Radius (pc) DOD (pc) �R=�E ��2E(arcsec2)Solar planets 10�6 � 10�3 10�10 � 10�9 10�6 � 10�3 > 40 [1]Exoplanets 10�6 � 10�3 10�10 � 10�9 1� 10 0.1 10�7Nearby stars 1� 10 10�8 � 10�6 1� 100 10�2 � 10�3 10�2Extragalactic stars 1� 10 10�8 � 10�6 106 � 109 10�6 � 10�5 10�8Globular clusters 105 1� 10 103 � 105 > 300 [1]Local galaxies 1010 � 1012 103 � 104 106 � 107 10� 50 [20]Distant galaxies 1010 � 1012 103 � 104 108 � 109 0:5� 2 20Galaxy clusters 1014 � 1015 106 108 � 109 1� 100 103



Gravitational Lensing in Quasar Samples 17see the review papers on arcs and arclets by Fort and Mellier (1994) and Hattoriet al. (1999).On the other hand, selecting good lenses like galaxy clusters enhances thechance to resolve very distant background galaxies or AGNs located nearly onthe same line-of-sight and which would otherwise be angularly too small to bestudied at all. Indeed, as already mentioned in Section 1.5.2, a gravitational lenshelps in signi�cantly magnifying the regions of a background resolved source andthus, increases the e�ective angular resolution of the observations. This was �rstpointed out by Zwicky in 1937. The discovery of a young galaxy at z = 4:92,located behind the cluster CL1358+62, has recently been reported by Franx et al.(1997). Several independent teams have also used cluster-lenses as gravitationaltelescopes, either with ISOCAM onboard the ISO satellite or using very sensitivedetectors at the focus of 8-10m telescopes, in order to detect optical, near- andmid-IR sources intrinsically fainter than those directly recordable outside thecluster (Altieri et al. 1999, Barvainis et al. 1999, Metcalfe et al. 1999, Pello et al.1999). In addition, using both the magni�cation by foreground galaxy clustersand the high angular resolution of HST, it has been possible to resolve the stellarpopulations in a z=4 lensed galaxy (Bunker et al. 2000) and to study the starformation rate at very high redshifts (B�ezecourt et al. 1999, Franx et al. 1997).We shall not further explore here this approach of selecting lenses, as ourreview mainly deals with gravitational lensing among quasars.1.8.2. Selecting good sourcesIf some luminous sources are a priori more likely to be lensed than others, theyshould be selected in order to discover new mirages. Let us assume for simplicitya non evolving population of lenses with massM , whose comoving space densityis thus a constant no(M). The optical depth � for lensing a source located atredshift zs is: �(zs;M) = Ve�(zs;M)no(M) ; (35)where Ve� is the e�ective proper volume in which the lens must be located inorder to produce an observable gravitational mirage (Nemiro� 1988). \Observ-able" means that the angular separation and the magnitude di�erence betweenthe multiple images can be resolved with the instrument used for the observa-tions. Ve� simply results from the integration of the e�ective cross section �e�along the line-of-sight:Ve�(zs;M) = Z zs0 (1 + z)3�e�(z;M ; zs; pi)cdtdz dz ; (36)where the pi are the lens parameters.The line-of-sight element c dt=dz is given in the FLRW cosmologies by the fol-lowing relation (e.g. Kayser et al. 1997):cdtdz = cHop1 + z 1p(1 + z)3
o � (1 + z)2(
o + �o � 1) + �o : (37)



18 J.-F. Claeskens & J. SurdejIf the instrumental angular selection function S is equal to 1 for the only observ-able con�gurations of multiple images8 and zero otherwise, if y = �s=�E and ifpi are the parameters of the lens model, the e�ective cross section is�e�(z;M ; zs; pi) = (DOD�E(z;M))2 Z ZR2 S(y; z; pi) dy1dy2 : (38)Since the space density n scales as h3 or h2 depending on whether it is derivedfrom local counts or from a cosmological density in FLRW models, Eqs. (35),(36), (37), (38) and (13) easily reveal that � / h 2�2�2�� or � / h ��2�� . Thus, theoptical depth is independent of Ho either for the SIS lens model (� = 1) in the�rst case or for the point mass model (� = 0) in the second hypothesis.On the other hand, the total ux coming from multiple images is alwaysampli�ed by a certain factor Atot with respect to the source ux (see Section1.5). Therefore, the probability that a source with redshift zs and magnitude bsis a lensed object is not simply �(zs;M) but is given by:P (zs; bs) = NL(zs; bs)Ns(zs; bs) = �(zs)Ns(zs; bs + 2:5 logAtot)Ns(zs; bs) = �(zs)Bias(zs; bs) ;(39)where the number-magnitude relation NL(zs; bs) (resp. Ns(zs; bs)) representsthe number of multiply imaged sources (resp. unlensed sources) at redshift zsand blue magnitude bs per square degree and per magnitude interval; the lastequality de�nes the so-called ampli�cation bias9.Usually, faint sources are more numerous than bright ones, so that the ampli-�cation bias is larger than 1. Moreover, if the logarithmic slope increases towardsbright magnitudes, we expect the proportion of mirages to be larger at brightmagnitudes.Therefore, relations (35) and (39) show that the most likely lensed sources arei) distant (Ve� is maximized) and ii) bright objects belonging to a population witha steep number-magnitude relation at the observed wavelength (the ampli�cationbias is then high; Turner 1980).Highly Luminous Quasars (HLQs; MV � �27:5 for Ho = 50 km/s/Mpc)have been recognized long ago as excellent targets to search for new gravita-tional lenses because they are both distant and bright sources (Turner et al.1984, Surdej et al. 1988b). Their number-magnitude relation has a steep brightend with a break around b = 19:2 (Boyle et al. 1988, Hartwick & Schade 1990).They have been selected to e�ciently search for gravitational lenses by sev-eral teams; successful results are presented in Section 3. However, optical HLQ8 More concretely, the angular selection function S de�nes a \pseudo-caustic" into whichthe source must be located for its resulting multiple images to be detectable. For symmetriclens models, the detection criteria de�ne the radius of the \pseudo-caustic" for each value ofthe lens redshift.9 The ampli�cation Atot depends on the source position y, so that the ampli�cation biasis generally merged into a new de�nition of the e�ective cross section and Eq. (38) becomes:�e�(z;M ; zs; bs; pi) = (DOD�E(z;M))2Ns(zs;bs) RRR2Ns(zs; bs + 2:5 logAtot(y; pi))S(y; z; pi) dy1dy2



Gravitational Lensing in Quasar Samples 19samples might su�er from dust extinction: extinguished secondary images or ex-tremely reddened QSOs could remain undetected, resulting in incompletenessin the parent QSO sample and a�ected statistics. High resolution radio obser-vations of at spectrum radio sources escape this issue, but the lensed imagesare contaminated by double compact sources or by source structure (Helbig etal. 1999) and their redshift dependent number-magnitude relation is not verywell known yet (Helbig et al. 1999, Falco et al. 1998). The ampli�cation biasa�ecting at spectrum radio sources seems to be lower than for HLQs. Finally,let us consider space X-ray observations. In that wavelength range, the simplesource structure and the very rare spurious alignments with foreground galacticsources make the lens-candidate selection easy. On the other hand, the ampli�ca-tion bias is intermediate between optical and radio wavelengths. Unfortunatelythe expected detection rate remains small for Chandra simulations (Mu~noz etal. 1999b).2. Astrophysical and cosmological applicationsIt is now time to convince the reader that gravitational lensing among distantquasars does not just consist of an exotic or amazing consequence of GeneralRelativity but that it does also provide excellent prospects for interesting cos-mological and astrophysical applications. Two di�erent kinds of approaches arepossible. While statistics of multiple images in a complete sample of distantsources are needed to measure 
o and �o and to bound the cosmological densityof putative compact objects (Section 2.1), high quality observations of individualgravitational lens systems may lead to unique determinations of Ho or of someastrophysical properties of the lens, the source and the intergalactic medium(Section 2.2).2.1. Statistical studiesThe observed number of multiply imaged QSOs in a sample of HLQs, but also,for each of them, the observed multiplicity of the lensed images, their angu-lar separations, the possible detection of the lens and the measurement of itsredshift provide useful information to constrain some cosmological- as well assome astrophysical parameters related to the lens model. Indeed, for example,the relative number of quadruply imaged QSOs increases with the ellipticity �of the projected potential, the velocity dispersion � of the galaxies governs themean angular separation between the lensed images and the number of observedmirages is a function of the number of galaxies, of the extinction and of the cos-mological model (see below). On the theoretical side, statistics of gravitationallenses have �rst been established in detail by Turner, Ostriker and Gott in 1984.Further developments were performed by Fukugita et al. (1992) and Kochanek(1993a).On the observational side, about 1200 HLQs have been imaged during thelast ten years at optical wavelengths and more than 10 thousand sources havebeen investigated in radio surveys (see Section 3).The �rst comparisons between the expected and the observed numbers oflenses were made by Maoz et al. (1993), Surdej et al. (1993a) and Kochanek



20 J.-F. Claeskens & J. Surdej(1993b) who was the �rst to apply the maximum likelihood analysis. Theyfound that, as expected from theoretical models, approximately 1% of HLQsare multiply imaged by lensing galaxies (see also Section 3). However, there aredegeneracies between some parameters and, although gravitational lensing mayhelp in setting individual constraints on their values, it can also be combinedwith prior knowledge of some of the parameters (Kochanek 1996, Quast andHelbig 1999).While the main results are discussed in Section 5, we explain here the interestof statistical lensing with two concrete examples.2.1.1. The cosmological parameters 
o and �oThe fate of the Universe is intimately related to the values of the cosmologicaldensity parameter 
o and of the cosmological constant �o. Their determina-tion constitutes one of the most important challenges in present observationalcosmology. How can gravitational lensing help? 
o and �o intervene in the com-putations of the angular distances and of the e�ective volume in which a lensproduces multiple images of a source (see Eq. (39)). Thus, the expected numberof multiply imaged QSOs in a large sample strongly depends on those param-eters, as was �rst pointed out by Turner (1990) and Fukugita et al. (1990).Cosmological distances to a given redshift increase for lower values of 
o or forlarger values of �o; this results in a degeneracy between these two parametersin most cosmological tests and gravitational lensing is not an exception. Fortu-nately, the inuence of �o on Ve� is much stronger than that of 
o: whatever areasonable value of 
o, values of �o close to 1 lead to the prediction of detect-ing many more lenses than is actually observed in optical samples. Gravitationallensing statistical studies thus yield a natural upper limit on the value of the cos-mological constant. Fukugita et al. (1990) also showed that the mean redshift ofthe deectors is larger if �o dominates over 
o.2.1.2. Space density of dark compact objectsWe saw in Section 1.7 that an in�nitesimal source is necessarily multiply imagedby a foreground object located close to its line-of-sight, provided the latter oneis su�ciently compact. The deector does not need to be visible. Press andGunn had already noted in 1973 that counting gravitational lensing events in asample of distant sources would help in constraining the contribution 
L to thecritical density of the Universe due to a putative cosmological population of darkcompact objects. One can show from Section 1.3 that the angular separation ��between lensed images is about 10�6pML=M� arcsec where ML is the mass ofthe dark compact extragalactic lens. Thus, a given instrumentation is capableto detect the lensing e�ects of compact objects in a relatively narrow range ofmasses (see Fig. 12). For example, ground based optical telescopes can reveal thee�ects of lenses with ML between 1010:5 and 1015 M� while a higher resolutionand a smaller �eld make the radio observations more sensitive around 106M�.Below 105M�, the resulting multiple images cannot be resolved: this is the so-called milli- or microlensing range. However, the ux variations induced in the
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Fig. 12. Correspondence between the mass of a Schwarzschild lens located at a cosmologicaldistance, the lifetime of the multiple images (assuming relative transverse velocities of 1000km/s), their typical angular separation, the range of application of existing observationaltechniques and the possible astrophysical nature of the lens.lensed images by the relative motion of a deector with respect to the observer-source direction can be recorded by means of a photometric monitoring (theampli�cation of the source increases when it gets closer to a caustic, see Eq.(21)). Note however that for a 105 M� lens, the typical time scale of the eventgets rather large (� 3; 000 years, see Fig. 12). Observed constraints are presentedin Section 5.Photometric variations due to microlensing are also observed locally, on starslocated in the Magellanic Clouds or in the bulge of the Milk Way. These observa-tions are used to constrain and to characterize the population of (dark) compactobjects present in the halo and to investigate the structure of our Galaxy. Formore details on this technique, see the review by Paczy�nski (1996) and referencestherein.2.2. Individual studiesDetailed studies of individual multiply imaged QSOs do also lead to interestingprobes for cosmology and astrophysics. We introduce below some of the mostrepresentative examples.2.2.1. Time delays and the measurement of HoRefsdal (1964) was the �rst to point out that, in principle, the Hubble constantHo could be determined from gravitational lensing studies of distant sources,



22 J.-F. Claeskens & J. Surdejwithout any assumption on the existence of a standard candle. As the angularseparation of multiple images �� ' 2�E is proportional to pMoHo (see Eqs. (4),(13) and (14)), it is not possible to disentangle the e�ect of a larger deectingmass combined with that of a lower value of Ho. The measurement of a timedelay �ti;j between ux variations of two lensed images i and j breaks thedegeneracy, as the total mass can be derived from Eq. (33) provided that themass distribution is known. More generally, one can see from relations (3), (9),(31) and (33) that Ho is inversely proportional to the time delay as follows:�ti;j = H�1o (1 + zD)D(zD; zs; 
o; �o) f(�i;�j; lensmodel) ; (40)where D = DODDOS=DDS and f is a lens model dependent function of theobserved image positions �i and �j.Therefore, the successful determination of Ho relies on:1. intensive photometric monitoring of a variable multi-imaged QSO in orderto precisely determine �ti;j ;2. accurate observations of the positions �i of the lensed images with respectto the deector;3. good knowledge of the lens redshift zD and of the cosmological parameters.The error due to unknown precise values of 
o and �o is not important aslong as the lens redshift is moderate (zD � 0:5);4. a very good estimate of the deector mass distribution.The last item represents the most di�cult issue. A generic problem comesfrom the fact that the observed lensed image positions and ux ratios10 arefunctions of the deection angle and of its �rst derivatives, respectively (see Eqs.(3) and (18)), while the time delay is a function of the deection potential P ,which is the integral of the deection angle (see Eq. (26)). Thus, several di�erentmodels can reproduce the observed lensed image positions and ux ratios butnot the time delay, leading to di�erent estimates of Ho. This is known as thedegeneracy problem11. It has �rst been pointed out by Falco et al. (1985) andGorenstein et al. (1988b). They noted that adding a dark sheet of matter withconstant normalized surface mass density � = �=�crit and reducing the lensingmass by a factor (1� �) does not a�ect the image con�guration (positions andux ratios) but reduces the predicted value of Ho by a factor 1 � �. Assuming� = 0 would yield an upper limit on the value of Ho.Thus, additionnal observational constraints must be used whenever availableto better determine the potential of the lens. The detection of lensed extendedstructures provide extra values for the derivatives of the potential and helpin improving the model. Such extended structures may consist of radio jets,alike those detected with VLBI in the case of Q0957+561 (Porcas et al. 1981,Gorenstein et al. 1988a), or the quasar host galaxy observed with HST, e.g. Falcoet al. (1997a) and Bernstein et al. (1997) for Q0957+561, but see additionalcases in Section 5.3. On the other hand, mapping the velocity distribution inthe deector breaks the mass-sheet degeneracy. In the case of Q0957+561, themain lens is embedded in a galaxy cluster. The detection of a weak shear onfaint background galaxies and/or the measurement of the velocity dispersion of10 The ux ratio must be free of contamination by microlensing and/or dust absorption.11 An extreme example is given by assuming that the deector is a point mass in the case ofQ0957+561 A&B: the derived value of Ho would then be 207 km/s/Mpc!
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Fig. 13. Probing the size of absorbing intergalactic clouds with gravitational lensing. Smallclouds usually a�ect only one line-of-sight (left) while large clouds often extend over the twolines of sight and create coincident absorption features (right).the cluster of galaxies enable one to independently determine the contributionof � to the lensing potential P and also to break the degeneracy.Ultimately, only independent lens modelings based upon the most exhaustiveset of observational constraints will attest the reliability of Refsdal (1964)'s pro-posal to measure Ho and the size of the Universe. This important but di�cultendeavor has driven much e�ort during the past years to improve our knowledgeof known mirages and to discover new ones in larger samples.2.2.2. Size of intergalactic cloudsAstrophysical objects can be detected not only by their emitted radiation butalso by their absorption signature in the spectra of luminous background sources.Cold intergalactic clouds are revealed by their Ly� and/or metallic absorptionlines (C iv, Mg ii,...) seen in the spectra of distant quasars. If such a QSO is mul-tiply imaged by gravitational lensing, the di�erent lines of sight probe the cloudsat various impact parameters. A determination of the numbers of coincident oranti-coincident absorption lines in high resolution spectra of the lensed compo-nents allows to constrain the size of the clouds (see Fig. 13): this is particularlyinteresting as some of these clouds might be connected with galaxy formation(e.g. Wolfe 1988).2.2.3. Extinction in lensing galaxiesLensing galaxies have long been thought to be transparent. This simplifying hy-pothesis was justi�ed by the fact that deected light rays avoid the most centralparts of the deector and have a typical impact parameter of 5-10 kpc. Moreoverthe most e�cient lensing galaxies are the elliptical ones. However, extinction bydust located in the lens has been suspected from the di�erential reddening ob-served in some multiply imaged quasars, like Q2237+0305 (Yee 1988, Nadeauet al. 1991), MG0414+0534 (Hewitt et al. 1992, Lawrence et al. 1995, McLeodet al. 1998), MG1131+0456 (Larkin et al. 1994) or RXJ0911.4+0551 (Burudet al. 1998). On the other hand, some lenses are edge-on spiral galaxies (e.g.B1600+434, Jaunsen & Hjorth 1997). The latter can produce strong lensing ef-fects just by projection of the disk (M�oller & Blain 1998) but they are moredusty and the resulting mirages could mostly remain undetected (Bartelmann& Loeb 1998).Quantifying the e�ects of dust constitutes an important issue in statisticalstudies of gravitational lensing when dealing with optical samples of QSOs. The



24 J.-F. Claeskens & J. Surdejdetermination of �o for example will be strongly a�ected if many multiply imagedQSOs are hidden by dust (see Section 5); this favours the use of radio samplesfor statistical purposes because dust has no e�ect at radio wavelengths, but weare then faced with the poor knowledge of the redshift-dependent luminosityfunction of radio sources (Falco et al. 1998, Helbig et al. 1999).On the positive side, the observed di�erential reddening in multiply imagedQSOs may be used to determine the dust extinction law in very remote galaxiesand compare it to what we know about the dust properties in the Milky Way,the Magellanic Clouds and some very nearby galaxies. This was �rst pointed outby Nadeau et al. (1991) for the case of Q2237+0305 and was further developedby Jean & Surdej (1998) in order to retrieve the redshift of the lens, even if thelatter is not directly detected. To achieve this, accurate spectrophotometry orphotometric measurements through many passbands, ranging from UV to nearIR, are needed for each lensed component.2.2.4. Microlensing and structure of the QSOsWe saw in Section 1.7 that a given star located at a cosmological distance is not avery good lens because it has nearly no chance to be coaligned with a backgroundsource. However, when a QSO is lensed by a galaxy into multiple images, theprobability that one of the stars belonging to the lens transits just in front of oneof the macrolensed QSO images is much higher. The angular separation betweenthe sub-images cannot be resolved (10�600) but the variations of the integratedux of the a�ected macro image can be recorded. The stellar microlens onlyquantitatively modi�es the ux for very small sources, typically those with asize smaller than that of the caustic in the source plane: it acts as a magnifyingglass whose space motion allows to scan very compact sources. Quasars arenot angularly resolved with conventional telescopes. But, since microlensing isachromatic, it can be used to analyse the chromatic structure of quasars. Indeedmicrolensing preferentially ampli�es the continuum emission region, coming fromthe central part of the QSO (' 10�3pc corresponding to angular separations< 10�600) while the broad emission line ux (emitting region > 1 pc) remainsunchanged. Microlensing induces uncorrelated variations of macrolensed imagesof a QSO during a photometric monitoring. The best cases occur with nearbylenses, such as Q2237+0305, because of their larger angular size, of the largervalue of the stellar Einstein radius, of the faster apparent motion of stars andbecause the time delay is only about 1 day (Lewis et al. 1998). Several otherastrophysical uses of microlensed sources have been suggested: for instance, Agoland Krolik (1999) have investigated the possibility to image a quasar accretiondisk using induced microlensing variability of a lensed QSO image.3. Surveys for multiply imaged quasarsAs stated in Section 1.8, the dependence of the probability P (zs; bs) for a distantsource to be lensed as a function of both its redshift zs (Eq. (35)) and its apparentmagnitude bs (via the ampli�cation bias in Eq. (39)) has prompted several groupsto search for gravitational lens candidates in large samples of bright and distantquasars whose luminosity function is known to be very steep (Turner et al.



Gravitational Lensing in Quasar Samples 251984, Surdej et al. 1988b). Highly Luminous Quasars (typically MV � �27:5for Ho = 50 km/s/Mpc; hereafter HLQs) were the �rst such bright sources tobe systematically imaged at high angular resolution with the aim of performingstatistical studies.In this section, we review most of the surveys for multiply imaged quasarsthat have been carried out using both optical and radio telescopes.3.1. Optical surveysMost of the HLQs selected in the di�erent optical samples described hereafterwere drawn from the catalogue of V�eron-Cetty & V�eron (1987, 1991, 1993)available at the time of the observations. As stated by V�eron-Cetty & V�eron,their catalogue does not represent by any means a complete sample of quasars;it merely consists of a non exhaustive compilation of quasars that have beenpublished up to a certain date in the scienti�c literature and which are a�ectedby multiple and complex observational biases. One of these biases relates to the"publication e�ect" which is known to privilege the insertion of interesting orpeculiar objects in a quasar catalogue. On the contrary, Kochanek (1991) hasestimated that some 30% of multiply imaged quasars could have been missedin quasar samples because of the initial search criteria used to select QSO-candidates as point-like and blue objects. For instance, multiply imaged quasarsreddened by the lens or displaying a complex image morphology have mostlikely been rejected as quasar candidates in the original samples. Futhermore,the apparent magnitudes listed in quasar catalogues also raise serious problems.Indeed, in order to properly estimate the ampli�cation bias (cf. Eq. (39)), oneshould make use of an accurate estimate of the quasar apparent magnitude atthe time of discovery. Unfortunately, most of the published quasar magnitudesonly consist of rough estimates, very often based upon photographic plates thatwere used some time ago to search for the quasars. More recent and accuratephotometric measurements are usually available but due to the photometricvariability of quasars, it is quite unsafe to use the latter magnitudes in order tocalculate the ampli�cation bias.Nevertheless, the V�eron-Cetty & V�eron compilation of quasars has still themerit of providing a reliable and trustworthy set of observational data on quasarsin general. It is now foreseen that on-going and future automated searches forquasars such as the Hamburg-ESO survey (Wisotzki et al. 1996b, Reimers andWisotzki 1997), the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (Loveday 1996), the 2dF QSOredshift survey (Smith et al. 1999), the International 4-m Liquid Mirror Tele-scope (ILMT) project (Surdej and Claeskens 1997) or the proposed GAIA spaceexperiment12 will produce large sets of complete, well controled and calibrateddata which are absolutely necessary in order to accomplish further progress basedupon gravitational lensing statistics.We list below all individual quasar samples that we have used and mergedhereafter to form a \�nal" optical catalogue of some 1164 distinct bright quasarsfor which gravitational lensing statistics has been applied in Section 5. All detailsabout the quasars included in these individual samples may also be found in a12 Information on GAIA space mission may be found at ESA's URL:http://astro.estec.esa.nl/GAIA



26 J.-F. Claeskens & J. Surdejlong table published by Claeskens (1999); the table is also available throughInternet13.3.1.1. The ESO sampleThis sample of bright and distant quasars has been observed at ESO (La Silla)between 1989 and 1993 with the 3.6m, 2.2m and 1.5m telescopes (Surdej et al.1989). A total of 393 HLQs, essentially selected from the V�eron-Cetty & V�eroncatalogue of quasars have been imaged at high angular resolution and undergood seeing conditions. The average observational characteristics of this and allsubsequent quasar samples are summarized in Table 2. During the course ofthese observations, three new gravitational lens systems have been identi�ed:Q1208+1011 A&B (Magain et al. 1992), Q1009+025 A&B (Surdej et al. 1993b)and J03.13 A&B (Claeskens et al. 1996a, Surdej et al. 1997), and four knowngravitational lens systems have been re-discovered: H1413+117 A-D (Magain etal. 1988), PG 1115+080 A-C (Weymann et al. 1980), UM673 A&B (Surdej etal. 1987, 1988a) and HE1104-1805 A&B (Wisotzki et al. 1993).3.1.2. The Crampton et al. CFHT sampleA sample of 101 HLQs, also drawn from the V�eron-Cetty & V�eron (1987) cat-alogue, has been observed with an active CCD camera at the prime focus ofthe CFH telescope in order to detect close separation gravitational lens systems(Crampton et al. 1992). In spite of the excellent image seeing conditions prevail-ing during the observations (average FWHM � 0:7" ), no new gravitational lenswas identi�ed.3.1.3. The Yee et al. CFHT sampleAnother set of 104 HLQs, selected from the Hewitt & Burbidge (1987) catalogueof quasars, has also been imaged with the CFHT at high angular resolution byYee et al. (1993). Among several identi�ed lens candidates, H1413+117 wasrediscovered but all other mutiple image systems turned out to be stars.3.1.4. The NOT sampleThe initial number of quasars imaged with the NOT at La Palma amounts to168 (Jaunsen et al. 1995). These quasars, mainly located in the northern hemi-sphere, have been selected on the basis of their bright absolute magnitude listedin the V�eron-Cetty & V�eron (1991) catalogue but also from an unpublished listof quasars by C. Hazard and from a preliminary list of bright quasars discoveredby the Hamburg team (Jaunsen, private communication). The number of dis-tinct quasars that have been observed with the NOT is now approximately 380.Several of these have shown an interesting and/or complex image morphologybut no new lens has been identi�ed among these.13 The URL address is:http://vela.astro.ulg.ac.be/themes/extragal/gravlens/bibdat/engl/table0.html
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Fig. 14. Probability P (zs; bs) for each QSO in the merged optical sample (see Tab. 2 andSection 3.1.6) to be multiply imaged as a function of its V absolute magnitude. The sevenknown lensed quasars in that sample are encircled.3.1.5. The HST sampleThis sample consists of 494 HLQs from the V�eron-Cetty & V�eron (1991) cata-logue. They were observed in the snapshot mode with the Hubble Space Tele-scope (Maoz et al. 1993). Due to the observing policy with HST, known lenseswere excluded from the sample. Only one new case of multiply imaged quasarhas been found among the 494 HLQs: Q1208+1011 has been independently re-discovered with HST (Bahcall et al. 1992).Table 2. Average observational characteristics of the di�erent optical samples.QSO sample zs bs MV FWHM Nq Nq;best (%)[arcsec.]ESO 2:28 17:8 �27:8 1:00 393 266(68%)(Claeskens 1999)CFHT 2:38 18:6 �27:5 0:67 101 78(77%)(Crampton et al. 1992)CFHT 2:18 18:0 �27:8 0:76 104 38(37%)(Yee et al. 1993)NOT 2:02 17:6 �27:6 0:90 463 354(76%)(Jaunsen et al. 1995)HST 2:17 18:1 �27:5 - 494 428(87%)(Maoz et al. 1993)MERGED 2:17 17:9 �27:6 0:90 1555 1164



28 J.-F. Claeskens & J. Surdej3.1.6. The merged sampleAs expected, quite a few quasars have been independently observed by the dif-ferent teams. If we merge all previous optical samples, the resulting one doesactually have 1555 observations for a total of 1164 distinct quasars. In case ofduplication, we kept the most outstanding observation, i.e. the observation forwhich the probability of detecting a gravitational lens is the highest, usuallycorresponding to the best seeing conditions or characterized by the best angularselection function. Indeed, the non detection of multiple images for most of theHLQs also helps in constraining the lensing models and the strength of theseconstraints directly relates to the image quality of the observations. Table 2summarizes the average observing conditions pertaining to the individual opti-cal samples of quasars. It gives the mean redshift zs, the mean blue magnitude bsand the resulting average absolute magnitudeMV (Ho = 50 km/s/Mpc, 
o = 1,�o = 0) of the Nq observed quasars (under an average seeing FWHM) in eachindividual sample. The Nq;best column lists the �nal number (or percentage)of HLQs retained after elimination of the duplicated observations. Thanks tothe higher angular resolution of the Hubble Space Telescope, this sample turnsout to include the higher proportion (87%) of retained observations, followed innumbers by the NOT and the ESO samples. Table 3 in Section 4 summarizesthe observed properties of the seven multiply imaged quasars identi�ed in the�nal optical sample of 1164 HLQs. Fig. 14 illustrates the a priori probability ofdetecting a gravitational lens for each of these quasars (see Eq. (39)), as a func-tion of their V absolute magnitude. In accordance with theoretical expectations(see Section 1.8.2), the seven known lenses are indeed identi�ed among the mostluminous HLQs.3.1.7. Additional optical samplesFor the sake of completeness, we should like to mention the existence of severaladditional optical surveys for multiply imaged quasars among HLQs.Since 1990, the Hamburg/ESO survey (HE quasars) has sampled the brightquasar population (B < 17:5 and z < 3:2) over a substantial area of the southernsky (Wisotzki et al. 1996b, Reimers et al. 1996, Engels et al. 1998). Similarly,gravitational lenses have recently been detected among bright quasars identi�edin the Second Byurakan Spectral survey (SBS quasars) for bright (B < 19:5)emission-line objects (Chavushyan et al. 1997). Direct imaging of bright quasarshas also been reported in the FKS survey (Kochanek et al. 1995). Some inter-esting gravitational lens systems discovered in these bright QSO samples havebeen de�nitely con�rmed and are also listed in Table 3.Ratnatunga et al. (1995, 1999) have searched for multiply imaged sources(double images, quads, arcs, ...) around foreground galaxies, at sub-arcsec angu-lar scales, on parallel recorded WFPC2 CCD frames obtained in the context ofthe HST Medium Deep Survey (MDS). Although the nature of most of the veryfaint sources remains to be determined on the basis of deep spectroscopic obser-vations, they have set up a list of the top 10 good gravitational lens candidates(see Table 3). The �rst of these (HST14176+5226) has been con�rmed to consistof 4 multiple images of a faint quasar at z = 3.4 lensed by a foreground galaxy



Gravitational Lensing in Quasar Samples 29at z = 0.809 (Crampton et al. 1996). It is probable that more faint quasars willbe identi�ed among the remaining MDS gravitational lens candidates.Finally, Scarpa et al. (1999) have reported evidence for macro-lensing e�ectsfor at least 4 targets in their HST WFPC2 Snapshot Survey of BL Lac objects:1ES0033+595, 1ES0502+675, 1ES1440+122 and H1517+656. If some of thesecandidates prove to be real lenses, they may constitute good probes to deter-mine Ho. Indeed, BL Lac objects are known to be highly photometric variable.Furthermore, they are likely to be superluminal sources, o�ering a unique pos-sibility to map the image/source magni�cation (cf. Eq. (21)) radially across thesource plane in just a few years, providing strong additional constraints on thelens model. See also Lewis and Ibata (1999) for the case of PKS0537-441 (noevidence for lensing).3.2. Radio surveysIn addition to the very �rst MG-VLA radio survey that has led to the discoveryof several famous lenses (Lawrence et al. 1986, see also Table 3 for a completelist), the largest systematic radio search is the on-going CLASS (Cosmic LensAll Sky Survey, Myers et al. 1995). This very ambitious survey is the successorof the pioneering JVAS (Jodrell Bank - VLA Astrometric Survey, Patnaik et al.1992, King et al. 1999) which was aimed at the identi�cation in the northernsky (0� < � < 75�) of new lenses among at-spectrum radio sources (i.e. with� > �0:5 for the radio ux f� � �� between 5 GHz and 325 MHz). Radio sourceswith a ux density greater than 200 mJy at 5 GHz were selected for JVAS,against 25 mJy for CLASS. Criteria to select the gravitational lens candidatesare multiple images with angular separations in the range 0.300 - 600 and uxratios < 20 (King et al. 1999).JVAS and CLASS consist of well de�ned surveys for which VLA radio imagesat 8.4 GHz with 0:200 resolution have already been obtained for approximately15,000 at-spectrum radio sources (i.e. approximately 3,000 for JVAS + 12,000for CLASS; Myers et al. 1999).Flat-spectrum radio sources are particularly well suited as a population fromwhich one can obtain, in principle, unbiased samples of interesting gravitationallenses (Helbig et al. 1999). Indeed, the majority of at-spectrum radio sourcesare likely to be single compact objects. It is thereby easy to identi�y lens candi-dates from those VLA maps which display multiple nearby at-spectrum radiocomponents. In addition, at-spectrum radio sources often turn out to be vari-able and thus constitute prime candidates for a determination of Ho from themeasurement of time delays.From an inspection of the JVAS-CLASS VLA images, some 150-300 gravi-tational lens candidates seem to have been identi�ed (Fassnacht et al. 1999b).These were then imaged at higher angular resolution with the MERLIN inter-ferometric array and sometimes with the VLBA. There remained of the orderof 40 likely candidates for which additional observations were taken at opticaland IR wavelengths using either the William Herschel Telescope on La Palma,the Hubble Space Telescope, or the Keck Telescope on Mauna Kea. More thana dozen of these candidates have already proven to be real gravitational lenses(Myers et al. 2000), the HST direct images often revealing the faint deectinggalaxy.



30 J.-F. Claeskens & J. SurdejAmong the most famous gravitational lens systems detected in the JVAS/CLASS survey (see Table 3 for an exhaustive list), we may note B0218+357(a good candidate to estimate Ho from the measurement of the time delay)and B1600+434 (the reddening of the faint quasar image is outstanding), bothwith as lens a spiral galaxy, almost seen edge-on in the latter case. The CLASSlens system B1608+656 corresponds to a quadruply imaged post-starburst radiogalaxy. HST observations have enabled to resolve both the galaxy source and thelens. This system has been monitored with the VLA. Three independent timedelays have been derived and an estimate of Ho has been proposed (Fassnacht etal. 1999b, see Section 5.3). B1933+503 shows, at sub-arcsecond angular scales, atotal of up to 10 lensed radio images originating from di�erent parts of an activeradio galaxy (both the compact at-spectrum radio core and one of the steepspectrum radio lobes are quadruply imaged whereas the second steep spectrumradio lobe is only doubly imaged, King et al. 1997).The real advantages of gravitational lens radio surveys over optical ones isthat the radio-emitting regions of the quasar sources ought to be substantiallylarger than the optical ones, such that microlensing by stars in the deectorshould not a�ect the observed ux ratios. These radio ux ratios may thenbe used to better constrain the lens model. Furthermore, extinction e�ects aretotally negligible.In spite of this, the observed ux ratios observed in the radio for sev-eral JVAS/CLASS systems such as the very bright quadruply imaged quasarB1422+231, B2045+265 (Fassnacht et al. 1999a) or B1608+656 (Fassnacht etal. 1999b) turn out to be very di�cult to model. For all these systems, either thelens model is wrong or it could be that the structure of the radio source is morecomplex than originally assumed such that the estimated ux ratios cannot becompared with the observed ones. For the latter, the lens might consist of sev-eral sub-systems. Koopmans and de Bruyn (2000) also observed ux variationsin the doubly imaged radio source B1600+434 at 8.5 and 4.9 GHz, which mightbe due to microlensing of very compact superluminal jets.Up to now, the JVAS-CLASS survey constitutes the largest survey that hasbeen carried out to identify gravitational lenses. However, it is not yet completein a statistical sense since the most interesting gravitational lens candidates haveprobably been looked at �rst. It is probable that other candidates consisting ofdouble sources, or unusual con�gurations for the multiple images, will either notshow up in the optical or that the (sometimes very distant or possibly dark,etc.) lens will remain undetected. It is therefore not clear to which degree thisradio survey will be complete. In addition, the parent population of the radiosources ought to be well de�ned as a function of redshift and here also, it iseasy to foresee major di�culties in detecting their optical counterpart, and thusmeasuring their redshift, in a complete way. Finally, the source redshifts of theCLASS lensed sources turn out to be smaller than those found in optical surveys,rendering the JVAS/CLASS sample less sensitive to the cosmological parameters(Helbig et al. 1999).4. A harvest of multiply imaged QSOsPast and ongoing surveys discussed in Section 3 have led altogether to the dis-covery of more than 50 multiply imaged sources. Their general properties as



Gravitational Lensing in Quasar Samples 31well as some more speci�c characteristics are summarized in Table 3. This Tablecontains the most updated observational status of multiply imaged QSOs at thetime of writing this review. A version of this Table is also available through In-ternet via the URL: http://vela.astro.ulg.ac.be/grav lens and will be regularlyupdated. Many lens detections and magnitude measurements are due to theCfA-Arizona Space Telescope LEns Survey (CASTLES), which consists of anongoing HST direct imaging program in the H, I and V bands, of all the knowngravitational lenses as well as published candidates (see the URL: http://cfa-www.harvard.edu/castles and Mu~noz et al. 1999a).Table 3. Individual observational properties of the multiply imaged QSOs: status in March2000. More details on the astrometry and photometry of the individual lensed images can befound at the CASTLES Web site as well as at URL: http://vela.astro.ulg.ac.be/grav lens

Table 3 contains the following information:Column 1: the standard source name or any other frequently used designation,Column 2: the survey(s) in which the gravitational lens system has been identi-�ed (see text),Column 3: the number N of lensed images and/or other image characteristic(s),Column 4: typical angular separation(s) (�� in arcsec) between the multiplelensed images or diameter of the ring, etc.,Column 5: spectral range(s) (O[ptical], R[adio] or X[-ray]) in which the lensedimages have been detected,Column 6: spectroscopic redshift zs of the source,Column 7: spectroscopic redshift zl of the lens,Column 8: physical source type (cf. quasar, jet, ...),Column 9: physical lens type (cf. elliptical or spiral galaxy, ...),Column 10: integrated magnitude(s) of all lensed source images. If the source andlens images cannot be resolved, we list the total magnitude of thelensed and lens images (cf. Rtot, ...),Column 11: magnitude(s) of the lens. If the lens and source images cannot beresolved, we list the total magnitude of the lens and lensed images(cf. Rtot, ...),Column 12: if known, an estimate of the lens mass times the Hubble constantexpressed in unit of 100 km/sec/Mpc. The mass is given in solarmass unit,Column 13: if known, an estimate of the lens mass to light ratio divided by theHubble constant expressed in unit of 100 km/sec/Mpc. The spectralband used for the observed light is indicated between parentheses,



32 J.-F. Claeskens & J. SurdejColumn 14: additional observed characteristics of the gravitational lens system(cf. time delay(s), detection of microlensing or di�erential reddeningbetween the lensed images),Column 15: astrophysical or cosmological application that has been made for thegravitational lens system (cf. estimate of H0, of the size of interveninggas clouds located along the line-of-sight, of the deector extinctionlaw ...),Column 16: condensed reference(s) of the main papers reporting the discoveryof the gravitational lens system (�rst reference) as well as additionalinformation listed in the present table. A question mark (?) appearingin the di�erent columns indicates an approximate or doubtful value.See the precise references at the end of this paper (from Pospieszalska-Surdej et al. 2000)5. Contributions of gravitational lensing to cosmology andastrophysicsIn this Section, we summarize the most important and most recent resultsachieved by the numerous studies of gravitational lensing in the quasar pop-ulation. It is intended as a quantitative answer to the qualitative motivationsexposed in Section 2.5.1. The cosmological parameters 
o and �oAs explained in Section 2, gravitational lensing yields a natural upper limit onthe value of the cosmological constant �o.The �rst constraints on �o have been obtained for at cosmologies, with sim-ple lens models and relatively small optical samples (�o < 0:8 at 90% con�dencelevel (CL) in a sample of 653 HLQs, Kochanek 1993b; �o < 0:7 at 95% CL with494 HLQs, Maoz & Rix 1993). The constraint was then progressively reinforcedas the size of the observed sample was growing (�o < 0:66 at 95% CL with 862HLQs, Kochanek 1996; �o < 0:55 at the 90% CL with 1178 HLQs, Claeskenset al. 1996b, Claeskens 1999). Including in the likelihood analysis of 1164 HLQsthe lens redshift or the lens (non)detection, Claeskens (1999) obtains �o < 0:50at the 95% CL: the redshift and magnitude distributions of the lenses are alsocompatible with a low value of �o. In all cases, the Einstein - de Sitter Universe(
o = 1; �o = 0) is acceptable and even favoured by GL statistics (see Fig. 15).However, a positive value of �o � 0:7 has been suggested from the analysisof high-z supernovae (Perlmutter et al. 1999, Riess et al. 1998). If it is con-�rmed, this could mean that the observed number of lenses in HLQ samplesis too low, either because the galaxy luminosity function is not correct (Chiba& Yoshii 1999) or because of extinction by dust in the lens (Malhotra 1997).Although Kochanek (1996) and Claeskens (1999) show that extinction in thelens is probably not su�cient to reconcile the results with a cosmological modeldominated by �o, extinction by dust remains a critical issue as it also a�ects thecompleteness of the optical QSO samples. Let us note here that the presence ofdust could also mimic the e�ect of a positive �o on the supernova magnitudesin a �o = 0 Universe (Aguirre 1999, Aguirre & Haiman 1999).
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Fig. 15. Likelihood contours in the plane �o � 
o as derived from the observations of 1164HLQs in the merged optical sample (see Table 2). The successive concentric contours enclosethe true values of the parameters with a probability of 68.3, 90, 95.4 and 99.7% respectively.The most likely value corresponds to the symbol \+" while the \X" symbol marks the corre-sponding result obtained from the analysis of the Supernova distances (Riess et al. 1998). Thedashed line represents the locus of at Universes (
o + �o = 1). Note the lack of constrainton 
o.Searches for multiple images in uniform radio surveys are not a�ected by theissue of extinction e�ects. Although the source population entering the computa-tion of the ampli�cation bias is poorly known, the statistics have been performedfor the radio JVAS survey of 2500 at-radio spectrum sources (see Section 3.2)by Falco et al. 1998 (�o < 0:73 at 95% CL) and by Helbig et al. 1999 (�o < 0:84at 95% CL). The better agreement between those results and the supernovaeresults allow a joint analysis which yields �o�
o < 0:6, i.e. �o < 0:8 at 95% CLin a at cosmology (Helbig 1999). Additional results from the CLASS survey(see Section 3.2) and a better knowledge of the parent radio source populationare mandatory (see Cooray 1999).5.2. Cosmological density of dark compact objectsA wide panorama on existing constraints or theoretical predictions on puta-tive cosmological populations of compact objects may be found with associatedreferences in Dalcanton et al. (1994). Hereafter, we give more details from thecontributions of lensing studies.In 1982, Canizares got the �rst constraint on the cosmological density 
Lof dark compact objects from the small observed variations in the equivalentwidth of broad emission lines in the spectrum of quasars: 
L < 1 for dark
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Fig. 16. Current constraints from gravitational lensing on the cosmolgical density of darkcompact objects (in unit of the critical density 
c) as a function of their mass. Thick full line:Claeskens 1999 (99.7% CL); straight full line: Kassiola et al. 1991 (99.7% CL); short dashedline: Canizares 1982; dotted line: Schneider 1993 (� 97% CL); long dashed line: Dalcanton etal. 1994; \X": Marani et al. 1999 (90% CL).compact objects with 10�2 � M=M� � 105. Further constraints were providedby counting multiply imaged sources in the VLA lens survey (resp. in the �rstHLQ surveys) by Hewitt (1986) (resp. Nemiro� 1991). They were improvedrespectively by Kassiola et al. (1991), who took advantage of the higher angularresolution of the VLBI, and by Surdej et al. (1993a) who made use of a largerHLQ sample and included the ampli�cation bias.Fig. 16 summarizes the current best constraints on 
L in the mass range10�3 � 1014 M�.In the 10�3 � 105 M� mass range, i.e. in the microlensing domain (see Fig.12), Canizares' results have partially been improved by Dalcanton et al. (1994)and Schneider (1993). The former also uses the equivalent width variations ofemission lines while the latter studies the statistical variability of the quasarux in a sample. Note that this variability can only be probed for a limitedmass range. The lower limit (� 10�4 M�) is due to the �nite size of the QSOcontinuum emission region; the upper limit depends on our ability to record longmicrolensing events (about 10 years for a 1 M� cosmological object). Thoseresults already preclude the existence of a cosmological population of stellarblack holes or dwarf stars able to stop the expansion of the Universe.A mass of 106 M� corresponds to the Jeans' mass at recombination in ColdDark Matter (CDM) models and is within the mass range of pregalactic objectspredicted by several models (Carr & Rees 1984, Gnedin & Ostriker 1992). Thecosmological density of such dark compact objects is smaller than 0.15 at 90%CL (Marani et al. 1999) because no echoes due to gravitational time delays wereobserved in Gamma-Ray bursts. Stronger constraints in this interesting mass



Gravitational Lensing in Quasar Samples 35range could be obtained with VLBA observations of radio sources, but this isnot possible until the luminosity function of the source population is known.Finally, the strongest constraint is 
L < 0:003 for ML ' 1011 M� at 99.7%CL (Claeskens 1999). It results from the search for multiply imaged HLQs withno apparent lens in a sample of 1164 objects. This means that massive objectswith 1011 M� are nearly always in the form of visible galaxies and not in theform of dark haloes, as predicted in the CDM model by Navarro et al. (1996).5.3. The Hubble constant HoMuch progress has taken place during the past 15 years on the long way fromtheory to practice in determining Ho with lensing studies.First of all, the number of known lenses has continuously been increasing(see Table 3).Secondly, much e�ort has been made in order to reduce the uncertainties inthe di�erent factors entering Eq. (40) which relatesHo to observed quantities. So,image positions are well de�ned by radio or HST observations (e.g. CASTLES),the lens models are better constrained owing to velocity dispersion measurementsof the main lens (e.g. Falco et al. 1997a, Tonry and Franx 1999 for Q0957+561)and to the detection of extended images of some QSO host galaxies e.g. forMG0414+0534 (Falco et al. 1997b, Angonin et al. 1999), Q0957+561 (Falcoet al. 1997a, Bernstein et al. 1997), BRI0952-0115 and HE1104-1805 (Leh�ar etal. 1999), PG1115+080 (Impey et al. 1998), H1413+117 (Alloin et al. 1998),CTQ414 (Morgan et al. 1999) and Q2237+0305 (Mediavilla et al. 1998).Thirdly, the importance of sustained photometric monitoring has been recog-nized in order to precisely determine time delays. In the case of Q0957+561, thelong standing debate between the \long" (Press et al. 1992a,b) and the \short"(Vanderriest et al. 1989, Schild 1990, Schild and Thomson 1995, 1997, Pelt etal. 1996) observed time delays has �nally been closed with �t12 = 417� 3 days(Kundi�c at al. 1997a, con�rmed by Haarsma et al. 1999), de�nitively in favor ofthe short time delay. Today, 6 other lens systems have measured time delays (seeTable 3): B0218+357 (Biggs et al. 1999), HE1104-1805 (Wisotzki et al. 1998),PG1115+080 (Schechter et al. 1997, Barkana 1997), B1600+434 (Koopmans etal. 2000), B1608+656 (Fassnacht et al. 1999b) and PKS1830-211 (Lovell et al.1998).Although some complementary information has been obtained on the de-ector from observations (such as the velocity dispersion of the lens or theconvergence term from weak lensing studies), the lens model cannot be fullyconstrained from the observations and it becomes now the dominant source ofuncertainty on the derived value of Ho, especially through its radial logarith-mic slope. Despite the fact that the lens of Q0957+561 is complex (presence ofa cluster), it is probably still the best constrained system. Using their model,Falco et al. (1997a) �nd Ho = 62� 67� 7 km/s/Mpc at 2�, and Kundi�c et al.(1997a) derive Ho = 64 � 13 km/s/Mpc at 2� on the basis of the Grogin andNarayan (1996) lens model. However, allowing for more general models (includ-ing ellipticity of the lens), Bernstein and Fischer (1999) �nd larger uncertainties:Ho = 77+29�24 km/s/Mpc at 2�. A non exhaustive list of values for Ho derivedhitherto from Q0957+561 and other multiply imaged QSOs is presented in Table4.



36 J.-F. Claeskens & J. SurdejTable 4. Determinations of Ho from gravitational lensing. Unless stated otherwise, error barsare 2� uncertaintiesLens Ho (km/s/Mpc) ReferencesB0218+357 69+13�19 Biggs et al. (1999)Q0957+561 62{67 � 7 Falco et al. (1997a)64 � 13 Kundi�c et al. (1997a)72� 7 (1�) Tonry and Franx (1999)55+15�14 Chae (1999)77+29�24 Bernstein and Fischer (1999)PG1115+080 53+10�7 Courbin et al. (1997)52 � 14 Kundi�c et al. (1997b)44� 4 (1�) Impey et al. (1998)B1608+656 59+8�7 � 15 Fassnacht et al. (1999b)PKS1830�211 65+15�9 (1�) Lidman et al. (1999)5.4. The lensing galaxiesLensing galaxies are di�cult to observe since they are expected to be faint andextended high redshift objects, located between bright and angularly very close(� 100) multiple images of the background quasars. However, mainly thanksto the high angular resolution of the HST and to the use of powerful imageanalysis techniques (such as Point Spread Function subtraction, pro�le �ttingand deconvolution), the lens has been detected for about 91% of the multi-ply imaged QSOs (see Table 3). Even, the morphological type could be ob-tained for 61% of them. It is apparent that the most common lenses are iso-lated elliptical galaxies, but spiral galaxies are also observed (e.g. B0218+357,B1600+434, B1608+656,...). The main lens can also be immersed in a galaxycluster (e.g. Q0957+561, B1422+231,...) or be composed of more than one galaxy(e.g. B1127+385,MG2016+112,...). The lens spectrocopic redshifts are still moredi�cult to measure: they are presently known for only 27 lenses, i.e. 52%. Themedian value is zD = 0:47, as expected from Fig. 6. In some cases, the lens red-shift may possibly be derived from an association with that of a spectroscopicabsorption line system seen in the spectra of the lensed images or by studies oftheir di�erential reddening (see Section 5.5).Multiply imaged QSOs provide unique information on the mass distributionof these high redshift lensing galaxies.First, the predominance of ellipticals as gravitational lenses over spirals wasexpected from their larger mass, producing a larger cross-section for lensing anda wider mean angular separation between the lensed images which are thus easierto detect (see Eqs. (13), (38) and Fukugita and Turner 1991). This is con�rmedby statistical studies of the angular separations of the multiple images presentin QSO samples (Kochanek 1993b, Kochanek 1996, Falco et al. 1998, Claeskens1999). However, the proportion of spirals is higher in the CLASS survey (seeTable 3 and Jackson et al. 1998a). M�oller and Blain (1998) claim that the latterhave an increased lensing cross-section with a higher related ampli�cation biasdue to the inclination of the disk and that spiral lenses would only show upwhen the survey is not sensitive to dust as in the radio, but this is contradicted



Gravitational Lensing in Quasar Samples 37by the results of Keeton and Kochanek (1998). Gravitational lensing by spiralgalaxies should allow us to better study the relative contributions of their disk,bulge and surrounding halo.Second, the relative number of quadruply imaged and doubly imaged QSOsin optical samples also seems to be explained by a reasonable ellipticity of thelensing potential (Claeskens 1999), although the comparison with the ellipticityof the light distribution is dangerous (Keeton, Kochanek and Falco 1998). Theabsence of observed cosmic mirages with 3 images has soon been recognized as asignature of nearly singular potentials (Wallington and Narayan 1993, Kochanek1996). This is in agreement with HST observations of local elliptical galaxiesby Gebhardt et al. (1996). It remains unclear however why the proportion ofquadruply/doubly imaged radio sources is so high in the CLASS survey (Jacksonet al. 1998a,b), but this could be due to a pure observational selection bias.Third, the statistical studies also suggest that the observations are betterreproduced by lensing isothermal dark matter halos rather than by constantM=L lens models (Maoz and Rix 1993, Kochanek 1996). However, for individuallenses, simple models are not always able to adequately �t the image positionsand ux ratios. The introduction of an additional shear term may help but itsorigin cannot always be explained by the perturbation of galaxies close to themain lens (Keeton et al. 1997).Finally, it is interesting to combine the mass of the lens estimated frommodel �tting14, with the photometric data. The resulting M=L ratio is foundto be in the range 10-20 in the B band (Keeton, Kochanek and Falco 1998, seealso Jackson et al. 1998b). Kochanek et al. (1999) show that most gravitationallenses are compatible with elliptical galaxies lying on the same passively evolvingfundamental plane as the elliptical galaxies residing in clusters.5.5. Dust extinction in the lens galaxiesIn order to reconcile the observed number of multiply imaged QSOs in the opticalsamples presented above with the expected one in a Universe with �o ' 1, themean extinction in the lens galaxies ought to be AV ' 2 mag (Kochanek 1996,Claeskens 1999). A smaller value, corresponding to about 0.5 mag in the B band,seems to be needed to improve the �t of the merged (optical + radio) samplesand to retrieve the constraints on �o derived from radio samples (Falco et al.1998). This is at the level of the observed extinction in local external galaxies(see e.g. Peletier 1995, Van Dokkum & Franx 1995). Malhotra et al. (1997) madethe �rst attempt to estimate the extinction at higher redshift from the analysisof the colours of a sample of lensed radio sources and lensed optically selectedones. But one cannot exclude intrinsic dispersion in the colours. Only di�erentialreddening can directly be measured. From a sample of 23 lens galaxies, Falco etal. (1999) �nd a mean value of �EB�V = 0:0515. They tentatively come to theconclusion that the derived total extinction in the lens accounts for the di�erent14 The mass between the images is a robust, model independent estimate (see Eqs. (14) and(15)).15 This weak di�erential extinction con�rms that no multiply imaged QSO is missing in theexisting HLQ optical samples (see Claeskens and Surdej 1998).



38 J.-F. Claeskens & J. Surdejvalues of �o obtained from statistical studies of optically selected samples andof radio-source samples.Using existing heterogeneous photometric observations, Jean and Surdej(1998) applied their method to simultaneously �t the RV extinction param-eter and the redshift zl of the lensing galaxies responsible for the quadruplyimaged QSOs H1413+117 and MG0414+0534. They found in both cases a valueof zl ' 1:15. The redshift of the latter galaxy has been spectroscopically con-�rmed to be zl = 0:96 (Tonry and Kochanek 1999). \Dust redshift" estimatesfor other gravitational lenses have been performed by Falco et al. (1999). Betterphotometry and high quality spectroscopic data of selected lenses should verysoon provide clues on their extinction curves.5.6. Size of QSOsAnalysis of the gravitational microlensing high ampli�cation event reported forQ2237+0305A by Irwin et al. (1989) has led Wyithe et al. (1999) to the conclu-sion that upper and lower limits (at 99% CL) on the intrinsic size of the R-bandcontinuum emitting region are 6 1015 and 2 1013 cm, respectively (see also Racine1992 and Lewis et al. 1998 for previous estimates). A value of 1015 � 1016 cmfor the size of the quasar Q0957+561 has similarly been proposed by Pelt et al.(1998); see also Schmidt and Wambsganss 1998.Let us mention here that the resulting ampli�cation due to lensing galaxyhas helped Alloin et al. (1998, 1997) and Yun et al. (1997) to resolve CO(7{6)extended emission at high redshift from the lensed quasar H1413+117; Barvainiset al. (1998) similarly detected CO(3{2) emission from MG0414+0534.5.7. Size of intergalactic cloudsThe large number of coincident absorption lines found in the spectra of themultiply imaged QSOs UM673 A&B (Smette et al. 1992) and HE1104-1805(Smette et al. 1995) implies that most of the intervening clouds extend overboth lines of sight. A lower limit on the size of the clouds was derived to be6 h�1 kpc and 50 h�1 kpc respectively (h = Ho=100), in agreement with evenlarger estimates of about 300 h�1 kpc recently found from spectroscopic studiesof QSO pairs (D'Odorico et al. 1998).5.8. The distorted apparent UniverseGravitational lensing also distorts our view of the distant Universe, althoughnot as strongly as �rst suggested by Barnothy and Barnothy (1968). Indeed, theampli�cation bias, which helps in discovering new mirages (see Section 1.8.2),can also a�ect the astrophysical properties inferred from ux limited samples.Here, we briey discuss three examples related to ux limited QSO samples.First, the apparent QSO luminosity function could be modi�ed and a partof its apparent evolution with redshift could be due to gravitational lensing,as �rst pointed out by Turner (1980). Schneider (1987) showed that the e�ectcould indeed be important provided the sources are as small as derived from their



Gravitational Lensing in Quasar Samples 39variability, a small fraction of the Universe is in the form of compact objects andthe intrinsic luminosity function is su�ciently steep. The e�ect should thus bemore important at the bright end. Directly evaluating the ampli�cation biasfrom the observed luminosity functions of lensed and unlensed quasars has notbeen possible yet because of the lack of large homogeneous surveys. This shouldbecome feasible when surveys like the SDSS are completed in the near future.However, the analysis of the bright end of the QSO luminosity function in theHamburg/ESO survey already shows that it is steeper at higher redshift. This isthe opposite of what is expected since gravitational lensing being more frequentat higher redshift, the ampli�cation bias should atten the bright end of theapparent luminosity function (Wisotzki 2000).Second, the ampli�cation bias should create an \arti�cial" correlation at verysmall angular separations (few arcsec) between high redshift background QSOsand foreground visible galaxies in ux limited samples, even if the former arenot multiply imaged (weak lensing). However, the number density of the sourcesis also diluted by gravitational lensing and Narayan (1989), Kayser and Tribble(1991), Claeskens and Surdej (1998) and others showed that the resulting ex-pected overdensity of galaxies in the angular vicinity of QSOs is very low andcannot reproduce the highest reported ones. The latter authors also claim thatthe comparison is hampered by small number statistics and possible selectionbiases and that about 1500 HLQs should be observed down to a limiting mag-itude of Rlim � 23 before a de�nite conclusion can be drawn. Positive angularcorrelations between high redshift QSOs and foreground galaxies are also ob-served on larger scales (up to one degree) and may be used to constrain largescale structures (see e.g. Williams and Irwin 1998 and references therein).Finally, as a last example, let us mention that gravitational lensing mighta�ect the determination of the cosmological density 
HI of neutral hydrogenbased on Damped Ly� Absorptions (DLAs) surveys in quasar spectra (Bartel-mann and Loeb 1996; Smette, Claeskens and Surdej 1997). Indeed, lensing bythe halo of the associated spiral galaxies could cause the light rays from thebackground QSOs to avoid the densest central parts of the disk, while the am-pli�cation bias increases the chance that a QSO with a DLA be included in aux limited sample. The competition between these two e�ects results in a slightoverestimation of 
HI in existing high redshift surveys but the latter could bemore signi�cant at lower redshift in bright QSO samples (Smette et al. 1997),although the inuence of dust extinction could balance that of the ampli�cationbias (Bartelmann and Loeb 1998).6. ConclusionsThe �rst cosmic mirage was found by chance. This happened in 1979, withthe discovery of the doubly imaged radio-loud quasar Q0957+561 (Walsh etal. 1979). Hunting the cosmic illusions in the distant Universe then becamea sort of favorite sport for some adventurous observational cosmologists andthe known number of multiply imaged QSOs slowly increased during the 80's,reaching 7 in 1990 (Surdej and Soucail 1993). Later on, the scienti�c interest inthis phenomenon being widely recognized, �nding gravitational lenses became apopular sport: several independent teams initiated surveys among known HLQsor radio sources. At the IAU meeting of Melbourne in mid 1995, 24 systems were



40 J.-F. Claeskens & J. Surdejknown, among which 16 were classi�ed as certain (Keeton and Kochanek 1996).In early 2000, more than 50 multiply imaged QSOs or radio sources are knownand 91% of the lenses are detected (see Table 3). A further exponential increasemust be expected since the period of \artisanal" astronomical observations isbeing progressively replaced by the \industrial" era of automated surveys. Atthe same time, the observations are going to be deeper and deeper. They willreach a huge population of faint and extremely distant sources, and the moredistant the source, the larger the chance to get a gravitational lens along thesame line-of-sight. As a consequence, Barkana et al. (2000) estimate that theNext Generation Space Telescope (NGST) should detect several lensed objectsin each �eld of view... What was gold for the astronomers of the 80's couldtransform into lead for the next generation of astronomers, who will �rst needto remove lensing artefacts before discovering the astrophysical properties of theprimeval objects...In this review, we tried to illustrate the numerous potential applicationsof strong lensing and to summarize some interesting results already achieved.Automated QSO surveys (SDSS, 2dF) and important radio surveys like CLASSwill provide large, complete and homogeneous samples of distant sources, free ofuncontrolled selection bias. They will undoubtedly improve the statistical studiesbased on gravitational lensing; the studies of the optical QSO luminosity functionand of the properties of the lensing galaxy population (extinction, M=L,...) willalso necessarily bene�t from this. Newly discovered lenses will also increase ouropportunity to determine Ho. Finally, important discoveries will surely concernthe large scale structures at moderate redshifts, thanks to the study of weaklensing on the myriads of very high redshift background sources which are goingto be resolved with the next generation of large telescopes. But this is anotherstory...Acknowledgement. We are very grateful to Prof. L. Woltjer for having invited us to write thepresent review on Gravitational Lensing in Quasar Samples and for his valuable suggestions onthe �rst manuscript. Our research was supported in part by contract P4/05 "Pôle d'AttractionInteruniversitaire" (OSTC, Belgium), by PRODEX (Gravitational lens studies with HST), bythe "Fonds National de la Recherche Scienti�que" (Belgium) and by contract ARC94/99-178"Action de Recherche Concert�ee de la Communaut�e Fran�caise de Belgique". Our thanks alsogo to Jean-Pierre Swings and to Valery Zhdanov for reading the manuscript and to AnnaPospieszalska for her help with the tables and with the Gravitational Lens Bibliography.ReferencesAgol, E., Krolik, J., 1999 ApJ 524, 49Aguirre, A.N., 1999 ApJ 512, L19Aguirre, A.N., Haiman Z., 1999 ApJ, submitted astro-ph/9907039Albrow, M., Beaulieu, J.-P., Birch, P. et al., 1998 ApJ 509, 687Alloin, D., Guilloteau, S., Barvainis, R. et al. 1997 A&A 321, 24Alloin, D., Mellier, Y., Kneib, J.-P., 1998 in Proceedings "Molecular Lines at High Redshift",eds. C. Arilli, S. Radford, K. Menten, GreenbankAltieri, B., Metcalfe, L., Kneib, J.P. et al. , 1999 A&A 343, L65Angonin-Willaime, M.-C., Vanderriest, C., Courbin, F. et al., 1999 A&A 347, 434Augusto, P., Wilkinson, P.N., Browne, I.V.A.: 1996, IAU Symp. No.173, (Melbourne) \Astro-physical Applications of Gravitational Lensing", p.399, [AUG96]Bade, N., Siebert, J., Lopez, S. et al., 1997 A&A 317, L13, [BAD97.1]
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